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Transparency is demanded in all aspects of 
pharma’s business from drug discovery through 
marketing and sales.  
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Sometimes, it seems that the industry merely 
cranks out PR about being transparent without 
actually being transparent.  

Last year, for example, pharma companies 
announced initiatives to list all pharma-supported 
clinical trials on Web sites. Yet a Boston Globe 
article published in January entitled “Drug firms 
lagging on openness” states “six months after the 
drug industry vowed to make its clinical trials more 
transparent, and three months after launching a 
common website to give the public ‘unprecedented 
access’ to studies both good and bad, drug 
companies have posted unpublished trial results 
on the site for just five drugs.” Up Front 
Maybe things have changed since January 
regarding the situation with clinical trials, but there 
are signs that pharma companies are still having 
problems with the transparency thing. PhRMA, for 
example, seems to have qualms about FDA’s plan 
to post “unvalidated” safety data on it proposed 
Drug Watch Site (see “Drug Risk Survey Results” 
in this issue). 

Transparency is the Word These Days 

Do a Google search on “drug industry 
transparency” and you will find entries like the 
following from among the 516,00 or so results: 

“Drug companies need push on transparency;” a 
Pasadena Star-News opinion piece on reporting 
clinical trials sponsored by drug companies. 

Pharma Employees Need a Voice! “Shaking Up the Drug Industry,” which is an article 
in Sojouners Magazine about a whistle-blower, 
wholesale drug prices, and Medicare over-billing 
by the pharmaceutical industry. 

The vast majority of employees, managers, and 
executives at pharmaceutical companies are very 
dedicated and honest people that want to do the 
right thing and implement PR slogans like 
“Patients come first” in their jobs. But they are 
almost always muzzled (see “Peter Rost: 
Pharma's Black Knight”). 

“Freebies to MDs targeted as drug industry starts 
publicizing CME fines;” an article about Canada's 
pharmaceutical industry trade association 
publishing violations of CME rules made by their 
member companies.  

Here's what I propose. Instead of fancy, expensive 
ads or PR campaigns, why don't pharma 
companies interview a few employees and let us 
hear directly from them? Better yet, pharma 
companies should start blogs and have employees 
contribute. This may give the industry a credible 
voice to counteract all the outside voices railed 
against it.  IMHO 

“PhRMA CEO Tauzin Discusses Drug Industry 
Image, Reimportation, Other Issues;” in which 
Rep. Diana Degette (D-Colo.) was quoted as 
saying, "The public has lost a lot of confidence in 
drug companies, the FDA and congressional 
oversight in recent years. There needs to be more 
transparency by all parties in how drugs are 
brought to market and sold.” 

John Mack, Publisher, Editor 
                    Pharma Marketing News 
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Feature Article 
Compliance with (Some) New ACCME Rules Not So Easy 
By John Mack 

At the end of September 2004, the seven member 
organizations of the Accreditation Council for 
Continuing Medical Education (ACCME®) 
unanimously approved the 2004 Updated ACCME 
Standards for Commercial Support: Standards to 
Ensure the Independence of CME. When these 
rules go into effect in July 2005, it is unclear how 
they will affect industry participation and support of 
CME or how these rules change the status quo for 
Providers soliciting CME support from industry.  

A panel of experts at the recent CBI 5th Annual 
Continuing Medical Education conference in 
Princeton, NJ tackled these and other issues 
raised by the new ACCME rules. 

OIG Oversight 
According to the panel moderator, Marc Wilenzick, 
Senior Corporate Counsel, Pfizer Inc., “Violating 
[ACCME] rules by seeking to influence the content 
of independent CME can subject a program to 
challenge by the Department of Health and Human 
Services’ Office of the Inspector General (OIG) and 
other governmental agencies, and could result in 
civil or criminal prosecution if the conduct 

constituted off-label promotion or a false claim 
scheme.” Consequently, pharma CME supporters 
and CME providers that depend upon commercial 
support are concerned about compliance with the 
rules as well as what impact the rules may have on 

ne regarding 

is very 

 with the old 
disclosure rule (see FIGURE 1). 

 

 

 

the quality of CME.  

Disclosure is Hard to Do Right 
Several panel members and other presenters at 
the conference acknowledged that the most 
troublesome ACCME rule is the o
conflict of interest (COI) disclosure.  

There is broad agreement that disclosure of 
financial conflicts of interest is critical to the 
integrity of CME and a lack of compliance with 
disclosure rules could affect physicians’ perception 
of whether a CME program is biased. It 
important, therefore, to get disclosure right. 

“I think it is hard to do disclosure right,” said John 
Kamp, Executive Director, Coalition for Healthcare 
Communication. Indeed, the 2004 ACCME Annual 
Report and audit revealed that 34% of CME 
providers were non-compliant

© 2005 VirSc
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FIGURE 1: Compliance with the Essential Areas and Elements. Element 3.3A is “Consistently discloses 
required information and relationships”. Source: ACCME 2004 Annual Report.
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ember suggested that “a fairly large CME providers must imp

FIGURE 3: New ACCME Rules Relating to Personal Conflict 
of Interest.

FIGURE 2: New ACCME Rules Relating to Disclosure. 

n audience m
ortion of the non-compliance percentage deals 
ith off-label disclosures rather than disclosure of 

financial interests.” That is, many CME providers 
may not instruct faculty to disclose off-label 
investigational content. This requirement is not part 
of the new ACCME rules. 

Nevertheless, the new standard for disclosure is 
far more rigorous than the old standard (see 
FIGURE 2). If CME providers had trouble with the 
old standard, there may be more problems ahead 
when the new standard comes into full effect. For 
example, ACCME’s rules extend to conflicts of 
interest that a CME participant’s “partner” may 
have. Wilenzick said he wasn’t sure if a partner 
referred to a business partner or a social partner, 
or both and regarding the latter, what sort of 
relationship constituted “partnership,”  “There are 
still many questions to get clarification on,” he 
noted.  

Conflict of Interest—Confusion Reigns 
It’s not just CME providers that are grappling with 
disclosure—faculty and speakers are also affected.  

lement a mechanism to 
identify and resolve all conflicts of interest (COIs) 
prior to the CME activity being delivered (see 
FIGURE 3). Consequently, faculty and speakers 
are being asked to disclose conflicts of interest 
and, if a conflict exists, they could be barred from 
participating in planning or delivering CME unless 
the Accredited Provider chooses to manage the 
conflict through another mechanism, such as peer-
review.  

As a result, physicians who make presentations at 
CME events or help plan them can count on tighter 
controls over what they can speak about. “I 
suspect we are going to see a lot more peer-review 
of CME,” Wilenzick predicted.  “It’s important that 
whatever mechanisms are used to manage 
conflicts of interest are sensible, well thought out, 
and pragmatic—and that CME Providers are held 
responsible for following them,” he added.  

The new rule on COI has been criticized by 
medical societies such as the American Society of 
Cataract and Refractive Surgery (ASCRS), which 
is “concerned because the guidance requires 
censorship and other measures for dealing with 
potential conflicts of interest, which would 
undermine the value of CME programs.”  

Continued on next page…
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inted out that while “you get what you pay 

live with the rules and comply with them as best 
the
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“Although many of us had this concern after the 
initial announcement of the COI rules,” said Kamp, 
“subsequent clarification by ACCME Chief 
Executive Murray Kopelow and others has 
addressed it.” Specifically, ACCME issued 
guidance and clarification regarding resolution of 
“conflicts of interest,” including 

What about fair market value? Often a specialist 
will demand and get a much higher honorarium 
than a family physician, for example. A speaker 
making a presentation in a later session at the 
conference suggested that the honoraria paid to 
industry speaker bureau members—an 
unregulated area—drives higher fees paid to CME 
faculty because many of the same physicians 
participate in both activities. 

Kamp po

other mechanisms. ACCME does not intend to 
require “censorship” in any but the clearest
instances of a speaker either not disclosing
conflicts or not willing to have the content reviewed 
and include balanced references. These
assurances may have mollified the concerns 
ASCRS as well as other CME providers. 

CME speakers may have financial conflicts of 
interest other than “commercial” conflicts of 
interest. The new ACCME rules, however, only 
mandate management of the latter and not the
former according to Wilenzick. He suggested that 
CME providers should focus on all conflicts of
interest, not just on commercial relationships. 

Honoraria Also an Issue 
“Pharma industry supporters of CME,” said Cecilia
H. Burke, Senior Attorney, Wyeth Pharmaceuticals, 
“are also interested in the process providers have
for determining honoraria.” The question arose as
to what the appropriate role of the supporte
should be in negotiating honoraria. Burke
suggested that supporters can have a dialogue
with the provider about the rationale for the
honoraria proposed, but “negotiation is no
appropriate. At the end of the day the provider
makes the final decision regarding honoraria as

for and you have to pay market value,” the OIG is 
going to be concerned about how much money 
might flow to somebody and whether or not that 
creates bias. “Providers,” Kamp said, “must be 
sure to have a very good reason for paying what 
they pay to faculty.” 

The future of CME 
“I’m concerned about the future of CME,” Kamp 
said. “The ACCME has created a system that 
requires providers to be editors and make peer-
review judgments. That puts a tremendous burden 
on CME providers.” Kamp was especially 
concerned with “shoe-string” providers such as 
community hospitals that may not have the 
resources to comply. 

An audience member proclaimed that “you cannot 
legislate ethics” and the panel moderator also 
wondered if better compliance with ACCME rules 
will make CME better.  

Whether the new ACCME rules will improve the 
quality of CME or public trust in CME remains to be 
seen, but it’s clear the CME providers will have to 

y can. 
Burke said 
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Product/Service Review 
Protecting Your Brand with Anti-Counterfe
By John Mack 

In 2004, the office of Criminal Investigations at the 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) initiated 58 
counterfeit drug investigations involving hundreds 
of thousands of fake dosage units. These cases 
represent a dramatic increase from the previous 
year when 30 such cases were initiated (see 
FIGURE below). FDA estimates that counterfeit 
drugs account for more than 10% of the global 
medicines market in both industrialized and 
developing countries. 

iting Solutions 

being held liable for those bogus products, 
according to Christopher Michie, an attorney with 
the law firm Dechert and an expert on the 
counterfeit drug trade.  

Risk to Consume
It is estimated that up to 25%
consumed in poor countries are counterfeit or 

nies’ 
bottom lines as well. A
of drugs 
number is
firms, however, not only have to worry about 
counterfeite
lines, but they must also protect themselves from 

an FDAnews audioconfer-
ence on combating counter-

example, and is aware that 

bility on the company in 
certain circumstances, he 

tection from counterfeiting,” 
says Renard Jackson, 
Exe
for Cardinal Health’s 
Packaging Services busi-

ounterfeiting can 
lead to loss of brand integrity, which can hurt a 

ars and affect the image 

 clearly a need for effective anti-

the industry use a combination of rapidly improving 
track and trace technologies and product 

es used to 
chno-

.  

Continued on next page…

"Believe it or not, pharmaceutical and medical 
device manufacturers have been sued, and some 
judges have said, under some circumstances, they 
can be held liable for injuries caused by products 

they did not even manu-
facture," Michie said during 

feit drugs.  

The liability suits are based 
on the alleged failure of 
firms to act aggressively 
toward the counterfeit 
products, Michie said. If a 
drugmaker has a brand, for 

another party is misusing 
that brand, then the courts 
might be willing to impose 
lia

said. 

“A drug brand is a valuable 
asset that deserves pro-

cutive VP Sales & Mktg. 

rs and Manufacturers ness. C
 of the medicines manu

substandard. In the U.S. and other industrialized 
countries, death and serious illness have already 
been caused by counterfeit drugs and counterfeit 
pharmaceuticals contribute to higher insurance 

and performance of other products, said Jackson. 

Effective Anti-Counterfeiting Measures for 
Brand Security  
There is

premiums. 

Counterfeit drugs hurt pharmaceutical compa
counterfeiting measures. The FDA suggests that 

n estimated $30 billion worth authentication technologies.  are counterfeited each year and that 
 expected to increase. Pharmaceutical FDA identifies two types of technologi

rs taking a chunk out of their bottom 
combat drug cou

facturer for many ye

nterfeiting: authentication te
logies and trace and track technologies
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FDA (see 2004 report).  
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Track & Trace technologies include bar codes and 
Radio-frequency Identification (RFID). These 
technologies are employed by other industries—
e.g., consumer goods 

allo

most likely to be cou
of an effective anti-c

in the pharmaceutical industry. 

Start Close to the Product 
Cardinal Health’s portfolio of brand security 
technologies, implemented at every point along the 

covery, is a good example of 
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cals’ UniQTM  technology 
rand and manufacture solid 
ith different patterns, images 
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n and product safety (see 
). 

Anti-Counterfeit Packaging, Inks, and 
Holograms 
The next closest technology to the product is
packaging, which is the paper or board use
the package inserts, cartons, and labels on bottles. 
Cardinal Health offers anti-counterfeiting 
packaging that uses security papers, security ink, 
and/or holograms.  
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Anti-counterfeiting Features 

tical variable inks (OVI)—provide an easy 
ans of authentication 

curity papers—involve the use of invisible 
ers embedded into paper stock. Stocks can 
o employ chemical reactivity as an added 
ti-counterfeiting measure 

crotext—an effective, economical security 
asure 

mper-proof/tamper-evident 
hniques—immediately alert users to 
ducts that may have been altered or 
taminated 

r coding—can be used as a complementary 
hnology to identify counterfeit drugs before 
y’re administered 

vert devices are invisible to the naked eye 
d are often more difficult for counterfeiters to 
plicate successfully. They also have little or 
 effect on the design of a package.  

vert devices include: 

raviolet/infrared light–visible elements—

Overt, Covert, and Forensic 

 authentication technologies veral of the
cussed in this article employ overt or covert 
ices.  

ert devices are visible to the eye. To ensure 
ectiveness, end users should be made aware 
overt measures on packaging and displays or 
ough other means.  

ert devices include: 

tical variable devices (OVD)—holograms 
ke pharmaceutical packaging significantly 
re difficult to counterfeit 

 only be detected with special equipment 

y, provides close control of product 
thenticity, inventory and movement and 

croscopic nanotext and hidden images—
 complex printing techniques that clearly call 
ention to counterfeit products. They are very 
ficult to replicate 

dio-frequency identification (RFID) 
hnology—or electronic “track and trace” 
hnolog
 le fibers embedded 

rveillance 

entication technologies include measures 
 as color shifting inks, holograms, fingerprints, 
ants, or chemical markers embedded in a drug 
s label. The use of one or more of these 

Security papers have invisib
into the paper stock. Stocks can also employ 
chemical reactivity as an added anti-counterfeiting 
measure. Papers that react to bleach or acetone, 
for example, can be easily detected by su
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 elements detectable only by forensic analys
 also be used. 
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RFID: Project Jumpstart 

o-frequency identification (RFID) 
ing of drugs has been all but 

t 

quire "pedigree" 
h step of a 

ed bottles of 
s 

er, 

or 
the U.S. Food & Drug Administration 
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uential bar coding” will be employed. 
 carry 

 information to identify something 

dated by the federal government. Las
, for instance, the FDA recommended 
 implementation in the 
maceutical industry by 2007. And 
t 15 states have passed or are 
ing on laws that re
mentation in eac
maceutical supply chain. The 
stry's consensus seems to be that 
 is the best technology for the job. 

04, a group of pharmaceutical 
ufacturers shipp
cription medications with RFID tags a
of a test nicknamed “Project 
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goal was to track bottles of 
cription medications from the 
aging line to distribution centers to 
ibutors, to retailers’ distribution 
ers, and finally to retail pharmacies. 

cipating drug makers include Abbott 
ratories, Johnson & Johnson, Pfiz
Procter & Gamble, and participating 
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“Conventi addresses a 
physician’s rational or higher brain and generally 

e to 
either w r how he or 
she is likely to act,” says Peter Simpson, president 
of Segmedica, an indu ry leader in the application 
of behavioral science to medical market research. 
What’s needed is a way to look “behind the curtain” 
of verbal responses and reveal what truly motivates 
physicians. 
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e stated answer to completely alter the meaning
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nsights into human communication and decision
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liance!) decisions. The most deeply 
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Continued on ne
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Considering that drug sales in the ED category 
have been “limp” of late (see “ED Drug Sales 
Limp”), this kind of insight might 
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leads to practical execution is the next step in 
pharmaceutical marketing. New market research 
techniques will lead the way to sharper and more 
precise pharma marketing and sales strategies. 
 
Survey Results 

When you think about it, it just makes sense to 
know more about your research respondents. 

Pharma Marketing News 

Drug Risk Survey 

 safety of drugs is “pretty much broken 

By John Mack 

A high-ranking FDA official acknowledged in an 
appearance before the National Academies' Institute 
of Medicine (IOM)) that the agency's system for 
ensuring the
down” and it has known for a long time it needed to 
improve its system.  

In response to mounting criticism of the U.S. drug 
safety system, the FDA recently published 
guidelines for a proposed Drug Watch program to 
provide emerging drug safety information to the 
public (see “FDA Drug Watch Site Guidelines”).  

Criticism From All Sides 
The FDA proposal, however, has been criticized for 
going too far, not going far enough, and for being 
flawed. Senator Grassley (R-Iowa), for example, 
criticized the FDA’s new drug safety board, which is 
tasked with determining which drugs will be included 
in the program. Grassley said that the makeup of 
the safety oversight panel led him to conclude that 

ere is nothing more than the status 

ss favorable.” He 
was speaking before a committee of the IOM, which 

formation turns out 

ewed in concert with all the other parties 

that are charged [with] and have some piece of 

 

“what we have h
quo.” 

Meanwhile, the pharmaceutical industry is voicing its 
own concerns about the FDA’s proposal. Alan 
Goldhammer, associate vice president of regulatory 
affairs at PhRMA, said that “Well-founded clinical 
decisions may be compromised as a patient is 
moved off of one therapy to a second whose 
therapeutic risk-benefit profile is le

has been charged with making recommendations to 
improve the FDA's oversight system for marketed 
drugs. “Consideration must be given to the problems 
that will arise if this preliminary in
not to be valid,” he said. 

Is FDA Backing Off? 
The FDA itself seems to be backing away from 
taking on too much responsibility for making the final 
judgment on drug risk. According to an article in the 
June 17, 2005 issue of FDAnews Drug Daily 
Bulletin, Janet Woodcock, the FDA’s acting deputy 
commissioner for operations, told members of the 
IOM: “You cannot look at the FDA in isolation. It 
must be vi

ensuring drug safety in this country.” 

“
t
r
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From Goldhammer’s Statement to the 
IOM 

It is our hope that the IOM committee considers 
he following points before submitting their 
ecommendations to the FDA: 

• A representative with industry experience 
should be added to the committee to 

 the Office of Drug 

r the vast majority of drug 
products.  

validity in 
 signals.  

broaden its perspective and insure that it 
is complete and balanced.  

• The pre-market approval system is 
working and the percentage of drugs 
withdrawn for serious safety concerns 
remains small.  

• New advances in medical science lead to 
the incorporation of new testing regimes 
to address drug safety during 
development.  

• Interaction between
Safety and the Office of New Drugs is 
useful during both the development and 
post-market phases.  

• Risk minimization action plans should be 
utilized only in rare cases when 
absolutely necessary to achieve a 
favorable risk/benefit profile; proper 
labeling and pharmacovigilance should be 
relied upon fo

• Risk communication about new safety 
information should be meaningful and 
useful and must not confuse healthcare 
providers or patients or disrupt ongoing 
beneficial treatment.  

• The use of datamining and other new 
approaches to pharmacovigilance must be 
studied as to utility and 
identifying and confirming safety

• The quality of spontaneous reports needs 
to be improved.  
Continued on next page…

served.  
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FIGURE: FDA chart presented at a recent IOM Drug Safety 
meeting suggests that it is not just the FDA that needs to 
evaluate—and be held responsible for—drug risks and 
benefits.  http://www.iom.edu/Object.File/Master/27/425/0.p
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 Drug Risk Survey Results
The Drug Risk Survey currently being hosted by 
Pharma Marketing News (PMN) poses several 
questions about the FDA’s proposed Drug Watch 
program as well as a Drug Risk Advisory System 
proposed by John Mack, publisher and editor of 
PMN. The preliminary results of this survey are 
presented below. The survey is still open (and will 
remain open through July 15, 2005); CLICK HERE TO 
TAKE THE SURVEY. 

endent of the FDA. After 
review by the FDA, a drug will be removed from the 

lowing criteria: 

  

The vast majority of respon
“Yes” to this question.  

Several respondents praised the “transparency” 
aspect of the proposal: 

“Early signals which may indicate safety issues 
should be shared with physicians and the public, 

drugs' safety 
issues is a good thing. The faster the negative 
asp
from the market. This uld work well as a 
caution to prescribers if it is allowed to operate as a 
tr

arify what's been 
done by whom. There is no such thing as too much 
informatio

“Consum
they later 't sharing the 
most up-t

Some r
Woodcoc  that patients bore some 
responsibility for determining risk; one even 
suggeste

“The truth e is a 
responsib e joint responsibility of the 
pharmace e 
general p

vided f 
the serio ment. As an open 
access to  
abuse/mi

“Talk to e 
LABEL.” 

A few respondents were opposed, yet recognized a 
need to d

“An FDA e 
old lie tha ’ 
and need eeds to be a better, 
pre-empt

Question
program

sn't go far enough), Just Right, or Too Hot 
(goes too

Respondents who felt that the FDA proposal did not 
g one 
respondents who felt it went too far (14%) whereas 
38% suggested it was “just right.”

Continued on next page…

The FDA proposes to use the Drug Watch site to 
communicate emerging safety issues of drugs to the 
public "even before it fully determines the 
significance of that information or decides whether a 
regulatory action is appropriate." The industry is 
concerned about FDA’s plan to post “unvalidated” 
safety data (see Glodhammer’s remarks). 

Drug Watch Site Proposal Summary 
FDA proposes that the decision about when risks 
will be posted and removed from the site will be 
made by a Drug Safety Oversight Board, which is an 
internal body, not indep

“Pro

site according to the fol

1. FDA has determined that, despite the initial 
signals, there is no new safety concern. 

2. When its labeling has been revised to address 
the safety concerns or when FDA has taken 
other steps to adequately communicate 
information to healthcare professionals and 
patients. 

especially where there are alternate treatments.” 

“More publicity regarding available 

(doe

Question: Do you believe that a Drug Watch site 
such as proposed by the FDA is necessary?

dents (82.8%) answered 

ects build up, the faster they can be removed 
site wo

ue watch site.” 

 Drug Watch site is needed to cl

n when it comes to health and safety.” 

ers are educated, they feel cheated when 
 learn that a company wasn
o-date info they had with them.” 

espondents agree with FDA’s Janet 
k and suggested

d that patients read drug label:  

 is everyone involved down the lin
le partner. It’s th
utical industry, clinicians, FDA and th
ublic.” 

 the patients under scrutiny are aware o
usness of their involve
ol, it will be open to all kinds of potential

suse.” 

your pharmacist and doctor. READ th

o something different: 

Drug Watch Site will only help reinforce th
t drug companies are ‘commercial villains
 to be stopped. There n
ive strategy.” 

: Please indicate if the Drug Watch 
 proposed by the FDA is Too Cold 

 far). 

o far enough (41%) outnumbered by three to 
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A few comments are worth quoting here: 

“It is a starting point for exchange of information. 
There should be consideration for the risk or 
severity of the information and how to rapidly and 
effectively communicate information. They should 
also refer consumers to the [pharma] company and 
work with the company on how they will inform 
consumers.” 

“I wonder how the FDA with its shortage of 
personnel will be able to handle even the simplest of 
Drug Watch programs without additional 
assistance.” 

7%

Too Cold
41%

Don't Know

Too Hot
14%

Just Right
38%

 
FIGURE: Is the FDA proposal “Too Hot” (goes too far), “Too 

ugh), or “Just Right”? 

A majority (51.7%) answered “No” to this question 
 commenter 

he majority of 
uals 

who  airing 
the COX-2 safety issues, how can improvements to 

s 
to ruly 
inde  ties to 
both

the 

arketing News, proposed to 

sks. Read the article “A 

Cold” (doesn’t go far eno

Drug Risk Advisory System 
The FDA’s Drug Watch proposal is currently in 
public comment stage. Taking a page from the 
Homeland Security Advisory system, John Mack, 
Publisher of Pharma M
the FDA a similar color-coded system for notifying 
the public about drug ri
Proposal for a Drug Risk Advisory System” or 
access the recent post to Pharma Marketing Blog to 
get more details regarding this proposal. (See 
FIGURE for a quick summary) 

 
FIGURE: Proposed Drug Risk Advisory System. Recognizing 
that there are variou

Question: Do you think the Drug Safety 
Oversight Board proposed by the FDA is 
independent enough and properly constituted 
with the right mix of experts? 

whereas 27.6% answered “Yes.” One
said: 

“As Dr. David Graham and Senators Grassley and 
Dodd have pointed out, it is not the DSOB concept 
that is bad - it's the makeup of experts who have 
been nominated for the panel. When t
panel members consist of those same individ

 attempted to prevent Dr. Graham from

safety be expected. The majority of members need
be adjusted so that it is essentially a t
pendent medical panel with no or little
 the pharmaceutical industry or the FDA.” 

s levels of risks associated with drugs, the 

 of what the FDA is proposing for its Drug 

 and is designed to make the FDA’s Drug Watch 

sory System would 

 to the nature of the known 

C advertising. DTC would be 

ued on next page…

Drug Risk Advisory System—based on a similar  color-coded 
system used by the Department of Homeland Security—would 
provide a quick indication of risk level for a drug listed on 
FDA’s proposed Drug Watch Web site. Keep in mind that this 
scheme is NOT part
Watch site. It is an independent proposal by John Mack, the 
publisher of Pharma Marketing News. It is a commentary on the 
FDA’s plan
program more effective. 

The proposed Drug Risk Advi
modify and complement FDA's Drug Watch program 
as follows: 

1. A color-coded risk level would be assigned to 
every drug according
risks associated with the drug. 

2. Depending on a drug's risk level, it may be 
withdrawn from the market or limitations may be 
placed on DT
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banned for drugs having a Severe Risk Advisory 
and DTC would be restricted for drugs having a 
High Risk Advisory. 
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Win a FREE Registration for “
September 29 -30, 2005 * Washington, D

To be eligible, you must complete the Drug Risk 
2005. NOTE: Only registration to the conference is
including hotel and travel expenses.  

CLICK HERE TO

2005 Drug Safety Congress” 
C * Click Here for a Conference Brochure

vey before Midnight (Eastern US time) July 15, 
ee. You are required to pay all other expen

HE SURVEY NOW! 

 

Sur
 fr ses, 

 TAKE T

3. All drugs with a risk level above Low (i.e., those 

ete history of the evaluation process, 

 Drug Risk Advisory System were 
somewhat or very important/necessary. See 
FIGURE below. 

g: 

Pharma Marketing News

Comments included the followin
drugs with a Guarded, Elevated, High, or Severe 
risk level) would be listed on the Drug Watch site 
as long as they are associated with these risk 
levels. 

4. Drugs can be reclassified by the FDA into a 
different risk level after appropriate evaluation. 
The compl

“I think symbols are more appropriate than colors. 
For instance, a skull-and-crossed-bones picture for 
the drugs in the highest risk category or a happy 
face for low risk.” 

“I believe all DTC advertising for any pharmaceutical 
products needs to be discontinued and disallowed.” 

“I like the color-coding rating system… however, 
linking DTC advertising as the only ramification is 
quite punitive.” 

however, should be available to the public on the 
Drug Watch site. 

The majority of respondents felt that the elements of 
the proposed

Drug Risk Advisory System Reponses
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22%
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Scheme

Archive
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FIGURE 1: Pharma Support of CME. Source: ACCME Annual Reports. 

Jan Heybroek, Vice President at Imedex®, Inc., an 
accredited worldwide CME provider located in 
Alpharetta, Georgia, estimates that pharmaceutical 
companies spend about 7% of their marketing 

with colleagues. See FIGURE 2 
for more data on the impact of 
Imedex programs on disease 
management decisions of
physician attendees. 

“Compared to the effectiveness of 
sales reps, which is about 8%,” 
says Heybroek, “our CME 
programs offer incredible return on 
investment.” He was citing the 
McKinsey Consulting 2002
Quarterly Report, which claimed 
that out of 100 sales reps calling 
on physicians, only 8 actually 
speak to a physician and are 
remembered. Each call, by the 
way, cost $142 (in 2002) 
regardless of the outcome. 

“We believe our high ROEI is due 
to the fact that our programs are 
developed independently based 
on scientific evidence and are 
recognized as being unbiased 

(more than 90% of surveyed physicians perceive no 
bias), even though the programs are supported by 
pharmaceutical companies,” says Heybroek. 

Unbiased Proprietary CME Programs 

Pharma Support of CME 
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c ME) 
acc e 
rece  
Alth
200  amount of money that 
pharmaceutical companies invest in CME is 
c
“
t

budget (excluding samples) on educational 
acti
inte
ROEI d
Heybroek. 

Mo
The  changing 
physician behavior and adopting the therapeutic 
options discussed by the le
programs. When compared with many other 

nging physician behavior – such 
as detailing by sales reps – CME is very effective in 

y they intend to change their patient 
ement practice bas

rovided. One year later nearly the same percent 
(56%) indicate they actually have changed the way 

they treat patients. Over 90% also 
share the information they learned 

 

 

The three major sources of CME—medical schools, 

physician societies—accounted for 87% of the 
The 

 
(MECCs), which develop advertising communication 
programs as well as CME programs, and purely 

nies like Imedex, which 
only produce CME programs.  

Continued on next page…

eturn on Education Investment 

techniques for cha
ompanies for continuing medical education (C

ounted for 51.1% of the $2.042 billion incom
ived by CME providers in 2004 (see FIGURE 1).
ough this represents a decrease from 53.2% in 
3, the absolute

onsiderable. As a famous US Senator once said, 
A billion here, a billion there, and pretty soon you're 
alking about real money.” 

manag
p

educating physicians on patient management 
approaches. 

Sixty percent (60%) of physicians surveyed 
immediately after taking an Imedex CME program, 
for example, sa

ed on the information 

vities. “However, many pharma companies lack 
rest in the return on education investment or publishing/ education companies, and non-profit 

ata our programs are able to provide,” says incom

re Effective Than Sales Reps 
 data that Heybroek speaks of relate to

arned faculty of CME medical education comp

e generated by CME in 2004. 
publishing/education company grouping includes 
medical education and communication companies

a
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FIG
Ev
and

significantly more CME hours per live event, which 
provides excellent value for supporters and 
attendees (see FIGURE 3). “We believe that this is 
one of severa

FIGURE 2
conference
conference

delines have 

 CME. All accredited MECCs and 

produce promotional programs. It’s only focus is 

and other 
commercial CME providers is that Imedex provides 

l factors contributing to the success of 

a

Recent ACCME, OIG, and FDA gui
tremendously impacted how publishing/education 
companies produce CME and how pharmaceutical 

accredited CME programs. 

Another difference between Imedex 

: Three-month post-
 survey of 27 Imedex 
s with total of 722 

most pharma CME supporters have erected 
“firewalls” between their educational and 
promotional activities to prevent conflicts of interest 
(see article in this issue for more details). Imedex 
does not need a firewall because it does not also 
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Imedex programs,’ says Heybroek. 
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eveloped CME prog
iseases, gastroenter
ardiology, and endocrinol

00 phy

ex
ire

nds and i
helps Imedex develop
programs and draw mo
events than their comp

Multiple Supporters 
As with medical associ
programs Imedex offers are 
pharma companies
companies for our CME 
Heybroek. “Our top 20 
60% of our total revenue
critical to our income that they cloud our focus o

eutica
companies are not using physician education as a

ientific profile of their 

than marketers, 

Deep Reach Into Multiple Therapy Areas 
Another reason is the high quality of the faculty and 
scientific programs devoted to current and relevant 
topics. Imedex can produce unbiased CME 
programs with a high ROEI because its programs 
are similar to the kinds of programs developed by 
non-profit medical associations. However, Imedex 
does not focus on just one or two therapeutic areas 
as is the case with medical societies. It has 

strategic tool for communicating educational 
messages that fit the sc

d rams in oncology, infectious 
ology, urology, psychiatry, 

ogy.  

sicians in its database, 
se therapy areas is deep. 

 can reach about 80% of 
ct mail and survey them 

ssues critical to them. This 
 appropriate educational 
re physicians to their live 

etitors do (see FIGURE 4). 

ation programs, most of the 
supported by multiple 

. “We had over 100 supporting 
programs last year,” says 

supporters represent about 
. None of them are so 

Heybroek says it is not harder t
pharma, at least not for Imedex programs. Often, 
however, it is not clear how these decisions are 
being made. Heybroek suggests that pharma 
companies adopt a consistent strategic approach to 
supporting CME. “Some companies recognize the 
value of CME better than others,” says Heybroek. 

Pharma Marketing News 
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THE 4TH AN

OFF
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P

d
c

products. “The science, along with reimbursement 
considerations, are the two biggest influencers of 
physician prescribing behavior that ultimately benefit 
patient care” says Heybroek. 

Although decisions regarding CME are now often 
made by an independent committee at 
pharmaceutical companies rather 
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unduly influence our decisions.” 

“We seek support from pharma only after we have 
determined that there is a need for a  program and 
we have established our own internal scientific 
committee. We then draft a program based on the 
need and we identify a chairperson who we believe 
is a thought leader in the field who comments on the 
program and supports its execution,” says 
Heybroek.  

Trend Towards More CME 
A trend noticed by Imedex is that more pharma-
supported educational programs are being offered 
as CME events. Proverbial dinner meetings, in 
which physicians are invited to hear speakers over 
dinner at restaurants, are now becoming CME 
dinner meetings. In one case, Imedex organized 
twenty single-supported dinner meeting programs, 
supported with teleconferences and a webcast 
about the impact of the Medicare Modernization Act 
on oncology practice. Approximately 600 physicians, 
coding specialists, and nurses attended.  

Given that the return on CME is comparable or 
DTCgreater than that for sales reps or even 

Heybroek is surprised that more pharmac
, 
l 
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PharmaBloggin
 

This one-of-a-kind conference, to be held in 
show the way to enhancing pharma’s corpora
marketplace by identifying key strategies fo

The faculty will fully explore the pros, c
pharmaceut

Pharma Marketing Blog is a sponso

g

Phila
te i
r pharmaceu nies.   
ons, risks and realities of blogs for the 

ical industry. 

r of the conference and John Ma f 
Pharma Marketing News, will chair the first day and make a key

w a Single Person 

nce at http://www.pha m/

 Conference 

delphia in November 2005, promises to 
mage through greater transparency in the 

tical and healthcare compa

s as a new “front” in the PR war or you can 
n to embra  blogs and even use them to help ce

ents become more transparent. Whatev
s first article in a contin

eep you up-to-date on blog topics from 
ted blogs. The

ude interviews of bloggers to reveal th
vations, blogging s

ggestions. 

oS here 
are powerful because they are collaborative 

 independent. The sum is greater than 
One blogger w

r and so on creating an interconnected
osphere.” This happens almost 

ously and 
lt is a “bu

tio  and with global consequences. If 
. Friedman w

ck, blogger and editor o 
note presentation entitled 
Became a Pundit.” 

rmedassociates.co

“Confessions of a Pharma Blogger: Ho

Look for more information about this confere

groups to educate the public about drug risks as 
well as benefits, and dema

Pharma BloggoSphere Update 
By John Mack  

A Blog, or Web log, can be a powerful 
communication tool and can be used to harm or 
help the pharmaceutical industry. These days 
reporters at major news organizations pay close 
attention to bloggers who often “break” major 
stories before the traditional media do!  

Here’s what BusinessWeek had to say about blogs 
recently: 

logs are a phenomenon that 

 CEOs should take 

rting results from all clinical trials they 
 consumer 

nds associated with 

ications, PR people, and marketers who have been 
trained to think traditionally—
it comes to “managing” the news. 

If you are a pharma PR firm, you can either view 
blog
lear
your cli er 
your strategy, thi uing series, 
will k a 
variety of pharma-rela  series will 
also incl eir 
backgrounds, moti ecrets, and 
su

Blogg p
Blogs  
as well as
the parts. ill refer to and build upon 
anothe  
“blogg

ne without editorial oversight. 
The resu zz” machine of global 
propor ns
Thomas L ere writing his book “The 

managing public relations crises such as the Vioxx 
debacle. 

Blogs are about being transparent and 
empowering the public with more insights behind 
the mainstream news, corporate press releases, 
and advertising, which are the staples of the 
corporate communications department. In that 
sense, blogs undermine the techniques 
traditionally employed by corporate commun-

“Go ahead and bellyache about blogs. But you 
cannot afford to close your eyes to them, because 
they're simply the most explosive outbreak in the 
information world since the Internet itself. And 
they're going to shake up just about every business 
-- including yours. It doesn't matter whether you're 
shipping paper clips, pork bellies, or videos of 

i.e., big media—when 

Britney in a bikini, b
you cannot ignore, postpone, or delegate. Given 
the changes barreling down upon us, blogs are not 
a business elective. They're a prerequisite…Look 
past the yakkers, hobbyists, and political mobs. 
Your customers and rivals are figuring blogs out. 
Our advice: Catch up...or catch you later.” 

Pharmaceutical corporate communications, PR 
firms, marketers, and especially
a cue from the media and also lurk in the 
“bloggosphere” to at least learn about public 
sentiment toward the industry. 

Transparency 
Today, pharmaceutical companies are being 
pressured to be more transparent. This includes 
demands from Congress for more transparency 
when repo

instanta

support, demands from regulators and
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World Is Flat” today, he surely would have 

 
blogs is allowing posts from several like-minded 

loyees, not 

his idea, see “Patients Come First?”). 

A
B  
pe  
co  
w  
so , 
no  
m  
re  
W , 
ha

O  
A n 
fo rvey say 
they never allow reporters to quote anonymous 

ry, or made it more 

information for the Pharma Bloggosphere.  

Pharma Watch 
me pharma bloggers themselves are 

an
no
com
laziest ph

Here’s what “Mike” has to say about h
what motivates him: 

“W
steam abo
under the increasing influence of pharmaceutical 
co

“I'm a pharmacologist and work in an institution 
that has links with several pharma companies. 
Over the last decade I've seen us becoming 
increasingly reliant on pharma funding and our 

m, is a way of saying what I can’t say in 
public. If I blogged under my own name I’d be in a 

mentioned blogs as a “flattener.” 

rative feature exploited by severalAnother collabo

people working together as a team. This team 
approach is most appropriate for company blogs, 
especially blogs designed to track stories from 
multiple sources. One day I envision a 
pharmaceutical company hosting such a blog 
allowing posts to be made by their emp
just the corporate communications department (for 
more on t

nonymous Sources 
loggers often rely on “anonymous sources” —
ople who give reporters information only on
ndition that their identities not be divulged —

hen posting their stories. The use of anonymous
urces has been much in the news recently
tably in a case that prompted a Newsweek

agazine retraction. The issue came up again
cently with the disclosure that Deep Throat, The
ashington Post’s legendary Watergate source
d been an FBI official. 

n one hand, according to a recent survey by the
ssociated Press Managing Editors, about one i
ur newspapers who responded to a su

sources, and most others say they have policies 
designed to limit the practice. On the other hand, 
more than half of readers surveyed in the poll said 
the use of anonymous sources in a story either had 
no effect on their view of the sto
believable. 

With whistle-blowers on the increase, it is likely 
that anonymous and not-so-anonymous sources 
(e.g., Peter Rost at Pfizer) within the 
pharmaceutical industry and companies that 
service the industry will be an important source of 

managers have become increasingly nervous 
about what we say and do in relation to pharma 
companies. Therefore my blog, under a 
pseudony

very difficult situation, to say the least. 

Blog Name: Pharma Watch.  

URL:  http://www.pharmawatch.blogspot.com  

Description: Life inspiring ideas from the world's laziest 
pharmaceutical opinion leader. See article for 
more details. 

Sample  A "nutty" professor or a
Posts:  campaign? About the whispering campaign 

being waged against Prof John Laragh of the 
American Society for Hypertension, because 
of his opposition to pharmaceutical industry 
influence on the society. Link

 smear 

. 
Answers you can't trust Asks the question: 
When you go looking for information about 
diseases on the web, guess who owns sites 
like www. arthritis.com and 
www.depression.com? The usual suspects ... 
Link. 
Take the money and shut up Claims that 
medical schools and universities are 
becoming increasingly dependent on drug 
company funding. Link. 

 
“Most of my material comes from what I read in the 
local papers or what I find when surfing the net. As 
part of my work I have to keep up with a lot of 

So
onymous. A good example is “Mike Lascelles”—
t his real name—whose Pharma Watch blog 

prises “life inspiring ideas from the world's 
armaceutical opinion leader.” 

is blog and 

hy do I do it? I'm just doing it to let of a bit of 
ut what I see happening to medicine 

mpanies.  

feedback on the blog no

of passing on what a lot of my friends and
colleagues are saying, and the unease they are 
feeling about the influence of pharma companies. 

“Unlike the more comprehensive and well written
blogs like Phar
attempt to be fair, accurate or reasonable. I’m not a 
journalist and don’t have time to get all my facts 
right or follow things up. I’m just writing my own 
point of view, take it or leave it.  

Continued on next page…

medical journals, and there is more and more 
commentary in them too. I also get a lot of 

w, which gives me leads 
and stuff to follow up. The blog also acts as a way 

 

 
ma Marketing Blog, mine makes no 
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“My blog is not ‘balanced’ because I don't think you 
can be on this. I see it as my l
“My blog is not ‘balanced’ because I don't think you 
can be on this. I see it as my l

Blog Name: Health Supreme.  

URL:  http://www.newmediaexplorer.org/sepp/inde
x.htm  

Description: Written by Josef Hasslberger, a Bavarian 
independent writer, researcher and 
philosopher who aspires to “lead the 
transition from the current dark ages of 
damaging technology, potentia

ittle [unpaid, part 

og, 
ercial side of the business 

ittle [unpaid, part 

og, 
ercial side of the business 

time] voice against a huge marketing and 
propaganda juggernaut that can afford to pay PR 
companies to work full time on their lavish 
campaigns, and an army of heavy duty lobbyists to 
sweet talk the politicians.” 

Pharma Watch reflects the author’s background in 
the medical sciences and often focuses on the 
medical side of the pharmaceutical industry issue 
spectrum (see samples in BOX). Other pharma-
related blogs, such as Pharma Marketing Bl

time] voice against a huge marketing and 
propaganda juggernaut that can afford to pay PR 
companies to work full time on their lavish 
campaigns, and an army of heavy duty lobbyists to 
sweet talk the politicians.” 

Pharma Watch reflects the author’s background in 
the medical sciences and often focuses on the 
medical side of the pharmaceutical industry issue 
spectrum (see samples in BOX). Other pharma-
related blogs, such as Pharma Marketing Bl

l energy 

htened new 
dom 

scarcity and widespread mental and even 
physical enslavement to an enlig
space age of abundance, individual free
and individual responsibility.” 

Sample  
Posts:  

 natural consequence of our 
 just 

Should Pharmaceutical Markets Decline? 
Should pharmaceutical markets be allowed 
to decline as a
health getting better or should we
continue to consume more and more 
medicines in order to try and perpetuate a 
positive profit trend of the pharmaceutical 
industry. Link. 
Lipitor - The Human Cost. Claims that 
Lipitor and other statins “apparently ruin 
perfectly good lives with ‘side effects’ that 
lead to slow degradation into physical 
disability.” Link. 

Phar

http://pharmablogger.blogspot.com/  

Written by an anonymo

focus more on the commfocus more on the comm
(marketing and sales). Watch future issues of 
Pharma Marketing News for reviews of these other 
blogs. 

Recent Postings to the Pharma BloggoSphere 
The following is by no means an exhaustive list of 
blogs that deal with pharmaceutical issues.  

Blog Name: Pharma Marketing Blog.  

(marketing and sales). Watch future issues of 
Pharma Marketing News for reviews of these other 
blogs. 

Recent Postings to the Pharma BloggoSphere 
The following is by no means an exhaustive list of 
blogs that deal with pharmaceutical issues.  

Blog Name: Pharma Marketing Blog.  

URL:  http://www.pha

 
Blog Name: mablogger  

rmamarketingblog.com  

Description: Personal opinions of John Mack, publisher 
and editor of Pharma Marketing News. 
Covers mostly topics directly related to 
pharmaceutical marketing, sales, and public 
relations. 

Sample  
Posts:  

Say it isn't so, J&J! Asks the question: 
What happened to the "gold standard" of 
crisis management that J&J pioneered and URL:  
why isn’t the industry properly managing the 
current crisis in pharma trust? Link. 
New DTC Principles Emerging. Reviews 
the decision by BMS to refrain from DTC 
advertising for one year after the launch of a 
new drug and other reforms emerging from 
the industry. Link. 

Description: us employee in the 
Clinical Development area of a large 
pharmaceutical company (nom de plume: 
“PHARMAHOST”). “I've witnessed my 
industry manipulate, distort, subvert, 
suppress, and otherwise mangle facts in 
pursuit of increasing their consumption of 
the nation's wealth.” 

Sample  
Posts:  

The Future of Pharmaceutical 
Marketing? Takes McNeil Consumer 
Products to task on marketing “Vanilla-
coated” Tylenol PM. Link.  

 

Ethical blinders?  Critical of the CME “wall 
of separation” between pharmas and docs. 
Link. 

 

Continued on next page…

Blog Name: Capsules.  

URL:  http://suepelletier.typepad.com/daily_capsul
es/  

Description: Sponsored by Medical Meetings magazine 
and written by Sue Pelletier. 

Sample  
Posts:  

FDA and pharma influence--it's been an 
interesting week About the FDA’s efforts to 
address the issue of industry influence and 
the potential for bias. Link. 
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Blog Name: Rx Market Share Blog.  

URL:  http://www.rxmarketshare.com/blog 

Description: The blog of BioPharma Advisors Network, a 
service of JBS Ventures LLC. The blog is 
written by Tris Hussey, a professional 
blogger and blog consultant. 

Sample  
Posts:  

Prescriber lists are just good CRM On the 
use of prescriber data to target and market to 
physicians. Link. 
How can the pharma sales force improve 
its image? How pharma is really looking at a 
sea change in the marketing arena. Link. 
Merck says "Patients come first"--drop 
the double-speak and blog. Picks up on 
the blog topic  “Patients Come First?” first 
posted on Pharma Marketing Blog and offers 

mple of how the 
bloggosphere works. Link
its own insights. A good exa

Blog Name: The Health Care Blog  

http://matthewholt.typepad.com/the_hea
care_blog/  

health care from Matthew Holt, a general
health care consultant. Topics can include
policy, health insurers, technology and 
eHealth, physicians, pharma and “anything 
else that grips my fancy.” 

A start-up data success? IMS Health 
buys PharMetrics. About the significance of
the transaction viz-a-viz longitudinal patient 
data and tracking whether or not a drug is 
working in reducing

. 

 

URL:  lth_

Description: Musings about the goings-on in American 
 
 

Sample  
Posts:   

 medical claims. Link. 
Disconnected DTC campaigns. About 
common disconnects between “DTC” and 

/physician” marketing “professional

uture articles will include sample postings from
d other blogs, especially

Pharma Marketing News 

campaigns. Link. 

 
F  
the above an  when they 
are aligned with topics discussed in this newsletter. 
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